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ELEMENT 

 

November / December January/February March/April May/June 

 
UNIT TITLE 

 

A View from the Bridge 
PDF: 

http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewf
romabridge.pdf 

Audiobook: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b

cgAOkTdzfk&t=63s 
John Dewey Translated Text 

Folder 

The Crucible 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QOinqx6

FjHy8XCjT9b5oqVoAIDrA7JY/view 
John Dewey Translated Text Folder  

 
Supporting Texts: 

Short Story: “The Lottery” by Shirley 
Jackson  
 
Book Excerpt: I, Tituba, Black Witch of 
Salem by Maryse Conde 
 
Poem: “Half Hanged Mary” by Margaret 
Atwood.  

Anchor Texts 
● Poems by Walt 

Whitman from 
Song of Myself 

● “Against Nature” 
by Joyce Carol 
Oates 

 
 

Close Readers 
Poems by Walt Whitman 

○ “I Hear America 
Singing”  

○ “A Noiseless 
Patient Spider” 

Essays by Ralph Waldo 
Emerson from 
“Self-Reliance” and 
“Nature”. 
Essay by David Gessner 
“Spoiling Walden: Or How 
I Learned to Stop Worrying 
and Love Cape Wind”. 
 

 
Supporting Texts 
Essay by Kesaya E. Noda. 
“Growing Up Asian in 
America”. 
Poems by Emily Dickinson. 
Essay by Henry David 
Thoreau from Walden. 

 

http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcgAOkTdzfk&t=63s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcgAOkTdzfk&t=63s
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XvjtzhP9E-UtTt11YPrwP1_jBZ0999SP?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XvjtzhP9E-UtTt11YPrwP1_jBZ0999SP?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QOinqx6FjHy8XCjT9b5oqVoAIDrA7JY/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QOinqx6FjHy8XCjT9b5oqVoAIDrA7JY/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XvjtzhP9E-UtTt11YPrwP1_jBZ0999SP?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bmF1LmVkdXxtcy1jcm90dHMtLWVuZ2xpc2gtOC05fGd4OjFkZTBmMzBkZDdiYTVkZg
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0813927676/?tag=matchfishtank-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0813927676/?tag=matchfishtank-20
https://share.nearpod.com/e/9REaYHIwubb


Short Story by Nathaniel 
Hawthorne “The Minister’s 
Black Veil”. 
Short Story by Edgar Allan 
Poe “The Pit and the 
Pendulum”. 
 

 
 

 
CCLS for 
Writing  

 

11-12W1: Write arguments to 
support claims that analyze 
substantive topics or texts, using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient 
evidence. 
 
11-12W2: Write 
informative/explanatory texts to 
examine and convey complex ideas, 
concepts, and information clearly and 
accurately through the effective 
selection, organization, and analysis 
of content. 
 

11-12W1: Write arguments to support 
claims that analyze substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and relevant 

and sufficient evidence. 
 
 

11-12W3: Write narratives to develop real 
or imagined experiences or events using 
effective techniques, well-chosen details, 

and well-structured event sequences. 

11-12W1: Write arguments 
to support claims that 

analyze substantive topics 
or texts, using valid 

reasoning and relevant and 
sufficient evidence. 

 
 

11-12W3: Write narratives 
to develop real or imagined 
experiences or events using 

effective techniques, 
well-chosen details, and 

well-structured event 
sequences. 

 

CCLS Literacy 
Skills 

What students 
need to know or 
be able to do in 

order to 
demonstrate 
mastery or 

understanding 
of content 

 
11-12R2: Determine two or more 
themes or central ideas in a text and 
analyze their development, including 
how they emerge and are shaped and 
refined by specific details; objectively 
and accurately summarize a complex 
text.   
 
11-12R4: Determine the meaning of 
words and phrases as they are used in 
a text, including figurative and 
connotative meanings. Analyze the 
impact of specific word choices on 
meaning, tone, and mood. Examine 
technical or key terms and how 
language differs across genres. 
 

11-12R1: Cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis of what the 
text says explicitly/implicitly and make 

logical inferences, including determining 
where the text is ambiguous; develop 

questions for deeper understanding and for 
further exploration. (RI&RL)  

 
11-12R2: Determine two or more themes 
or central ideas in a text and analyze their 
development, including how they emerge 

and are shaped and refined by specific 
details; objectively and accurately 

summarize a complex text. (RI&RL) 
 

11-12R4: Determine the meaning of words 
and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative and connotative 

11-12R1: Cite strong and 
thorough textual evidence 
to support analysis of what 

the text says 
explicitly/implicitly and 
make logical inferences, 
including determining 

where the text is 
ambiguous; develop 
questions for deeper 

understanding and for 
further exploration. 

(RI&RL)  
 

11-12R2: Determine two or 
more themes or central 

ideas in a text and analyze 
their development, 

 



11-12R3: Analyze how and why 
individuals, events, and ideas develop 
and interact over the course of a text. 
In literary texts, analyze how 
complex and/or dynamic characters 
develop, interact with other 
characters, advance the plot, or 
develop a theme. In informational 
texts, analyze how the author unfolds 
an analysis or argument, including the 
sequence, the introduction and 
development of ideas, and the 
connections that exist 
 
 

meanings. Analyze the impact of specific 
word choices on meaning, tone, and mood, 
including words with multiple meanings. 

Analyze how an author uses and refines the 
meaning of technical or key term(s) over 

the course of a text. (RI&RL) 

including how they emerge 
and are shaped and refined 

by specific details; 
objectively and accurately 
summarize a complex text. 

(RI&RL)  
 

11-12R3: In literary texts, 
analyze the impact of 

author’s choices. (RL) In 
informational texts, analyze 

a complex set of ideas or 
sequence of events and 
explain how specific 

individuals, ideas, or events 
interact and develop. (RI) 

BIG 
IDEAS/MAJO
R CONCEPTS 

Declarative 
statement that 

transcends 
grade levels 
ENL/ ISS 
Supports 

● One’s idea of honor can 
sometimes be misleading. 

● Loyalty to family is difficult to 
practice. 

● Traditional roles in society are 
outdated.  

● Natural law is more justifiable 
than written law. 

● Fear and prejudice can lead to 
disaster.  

● Excessive pride can be harmful.  
● Desire for wealth can cause 

corruption.  

● Individual identity 
stems from 
self-reflection. 

● Nature and society 
have profound 
influences on 
human 
relationships.  

● In spite of the 
pressure to be 
among people, the 
relationship one 
has with oneself is 
more important.  

 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTIONS 
Overarching 
interrogatives 
that provide 

focus and 
engage 
Students 

● How easy is it to persuade 
someone?  
 

● How we see ourselves is 
sometimes different from 
how others see us. 
 

● How much pride is too much 
pride?  
 

● History: Why is it important to 
recall our past, even if it is 
difficult? 

● Community: What impact do herd 
mentality and vengeance have on 
a community? Can their impact 

ever be positive? 
● Truth and Lies: Can lying ever be 

justified? What if the lie could 
save a life?  

● What is our 
relationship to 
nature and 
society? 
 
 

● How do we define 
ourselves by our 
cultures and 
experiences?  

● What does it mean 
to find yourself? 

 



● When does what’s right 
become what’s wrong? 
 

● What happens if we do not 
comply with the “norm”? 

 
 

● How does it feel to stand 
alone with your beliefs? 
 

● What does it mean to 
stereotype? To discriminate 
against? 
 

● What is the meaning of 
bigotry?  
 

● How do we oppress, 
suppress, and repress? 
 

● How do we “disenfranchise” 
people—especially young 
adults? 
 

● How does how we see 
ourselves sometimes differ 
from how others see us? 

 
 

Target 
Vocabulary 
Academic 

taught 
previously have 

an asterisk* 

Literary Terms 
 
direct/indirect characterization, 
foreshadowing, round/flat characters, 
man vs. man conflict, man vs. himself 
conflict, man vs. society conflict, 
tragic hero, resolution, omniscient 
narrator 
 
 
Text-Based 
 

Literary Terms
 

plot, characterization, setting, stage 
directions, symbolism, characterization, 

point of view/perspective, tone, metaphor, 
rising action, irony, tragic hero, paradox, 

power dynamics 

Roots and Affixes 

Academic Vocabulary 
 

analogy, denote, quote, 
topic, unique, prose, verse, 
rhyme scheme, rhythm, 
meter, metaphor, simile, 
symbolism, imagery, 
conflict, narrative, 
enjambment, free-verse, 
line break, point of view, 
persuasive essay, rhetorical 
devices, syntax, stanza 
 

 



1. “Danger of a Single Story” - 
Chimamanda Adichie 
 
 single story, identity, impressionable, 
nationalism, prejudice, stereotype 
 
2. “Two Names, Two Worlds” - 
Jonathon Rodriguez 
 
cultural identity, duality 
 
3. “Harlem” - Langston Hughes 
 
defer, fester 
 
4. “Let America Be America Again” - 
Langston Hughes 
 
foundry, connive, leech, serf, furrow, 
barter, redeem 
 
5. A View from the Bridge - Arthur 
Miller 
 
longshoreman (3), unjust (4), 
squabble (4), stenography (10), 
divulge (15), naivety (32), sheepish 
(36), imperious (38), deference (48), 
acquainted (48), indignation (41), 
recourse (41), incongruity (53), 
peremptorily (60), pugnaciously (68), 
perversely (79) 
 
6. “What is toxic masculinity?” - 
Maya Salam 
machismo, backlash, disparity 
 
7. “The Theatre of Arthur Miller: A 
Man’s World?” - Susan Blattès 
 
eroded, juxtaposition, misguided, 
credibility 
 
 

Integ- (integrity), be- (begrudge), def- 
(defamation)  

Text-based  

“The Lottery”: profusely, uneasily, 
reprimand, jovial, paraphernalia, 

perfunctory, soberly, paradox, petulantly 

 

The Crucible: persecuted (3), sect (4), 
fanatic (4), justice (6), paradox (6), 

vengeance (7), dissembling (8), propriety 
(8), conjure (10), abomination (10), 

begrudge (11), vindictive (14), formidable 
(15), prodigious (23), defamation (29), 

anarchy (30), trepidation (37), fraud (50), 
conviction (50), falter (52), ameliorate 
(54), civilly (57), base (59), daft (65), 

bewilder (66), wrath (75), contentious (79), 
pretense (82), immaculate (92), 

incredulously (96), slovenly (104), 
transfixed (106), denounce (111), 

prodigious (114), gaunt (115), remedy 
(117), adamant (120), mercy (120), 

incredulous (130) 

 

Idioms and Cultural References  

The Crucible: land-lust (7), theocracy (6), 
the Mayflower (6), the Puritans, “soiled my 

name” (12), Goody___ (12), “the Fiend” 
(34), ordained (62), poppets (69), 

deposition (82), the Gospel (84), “ipso 
facto” (93), “wash your hands of this” 

(Macbeth reference), poppet (95), 
anti-Christ (111)  

Text-based 
 
1. “Song of Myself” - Walt 
Whitman 
 

- Stanza 1: 
 
abeyance, atom, retiring, 
creed, hazard, spear, 
harbor, cease, suffice 
 

- Stanza 6: 
 
sprout, fetching, 
hieroglyphic, transpire, 
offspring, bearing, 
disposition 
 

- Stanza 33: 
 
composedly, persimmon, 
homely, plaudit, pervade, 
livid, forsake, disdain, 
straddle, martyr 
 

- Stanza 52: 
 
yawp, gab, scud, loiter, 
bequeath, vapor, coax 
 
 
2. “Against Nature” by 
Joyce Carol Oates 
 
Page 222 
 
thrum, resonance, 
premeditated, premeditated, 
parenthesis, perfunctory, 
incalculable, wayward, 
frenzied, erratic, fictitious. 
 
Page 223 
 

https://www.hohschools.org/cms/lib/NY01913703/Centricity/Domain/817/English%2012%20Summer%20Reading%20-%202018.pdf
https://www.facinghistory.org/reconstruction-era/two-names-two-worlds
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46548/harlem
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/147907/let-america-be-america-again
http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L60xlKcmROcngRWwiOiHjPGUdRbJ93d0u_vFjyFGqiQ/edit
https://books.openedition.org/pur/1431
https://books.openedition.org/pur/1431


Concept Vocabulary: 
 

● Identity 
● Nationalism 
● Reflection of American 

Society 
● Justice 
● Certainty and Doubt 
● Stubbornness and Taking a 

Stand 
● Prejudice versus Sympathies 
● Immigration 
● Family Obligations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

resonance, volition, 
hallucinate, predicament, 
autonomy, membrane, jar, 
contemplate. 
 
Page 224 
platonic, revulsion, 
beleaguered, stupefied, 
forlorn. 
 
Page 225 
palimpsest, dilettante, 
respite, contentious, allude, 
beneficence, perennial, 
rhetorical. 
 
Page 227 
tangential, doctrinaire, 
inviolable, rife, myriad. 
 
Page 228 
mystical, uncanny, 
pretension, lucidity, 
imperceptible, nirvana. 
 
Page 229 
mezmerize, harbinger, 
manifestation, sovereignty, 
delude.  
 
 

ASSESSMENT
S 

Evidence of 
student 
learning 

BASELINES: 

 

1. “The Pedestrian” by Ray 
Bradbury 

https://goformative.com/formatives
/5f6de181fcb414eb39f98673  

Summative Assessments: 
 

Multiple Choice FInal Exam (Part I) 
https://goformative.com/clone/YYXRHH?

_rid=xmvqn1 
 
 

Final Writing Assignment (Part II) 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MM
YIHap5VWSyJTYD1unLjCatwufdg2xeBb

CBGMeZxVc/edit?usp=sharing 

Summative Assessments: 
 

1. Write a 
Narrative: 

The texts in this collection 
focus on the individual and 
how individuals fit into the 
larger schemes of nature 
and society. Consider the 
following  
quotation. 

 

https://goformative.com/formatives/5f6de181fcb414eb39f98673
https://goformative.com/formatives/5f6de181fcb414eb39f98673
https://goformative.com/clone/YYXRHH?_rid=xmvqn1
https://goformative.com/clone/YYXRHH?_rid=xmvqn1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MMYIHap5VWSyJTYD1unLjCatwufdg2xeBbCBGMeZxVc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MMYIHap5VWSyJTYD1unLjCatwufdg2xeBbCBGMeZxVc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MMYIHap5VWSyJTYD1unLjCatwufdg2xeBbCBGMeZxVc/edit?usp=sharing


2. SEL Get to Know Me 
Prompt 

https://docs.google.com/document/d
/12johhgMKUzNaOwWPb7GiWCa
YN8LM0BavJ_awGwDPv24/edit?u
sp=sharing 
 

3. Cultural Identity Slides 
 
https://docs.google.com/presentatio
n/d/1py9keI0CeU2Y8SqyOB5zbdP
XAMPWmnIBFLwUA7iUdeA/edit
#slide=id.ga3fe20cf8a_0_0 
 
 
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS: 
● Pre Reading Anticipation guide 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1X_rqq2KdHiIRWKUCKmTHDqP8i
ihszfyNZSyw0iAz3qQ/edit 
 
● Quiz #1: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/fol
ders/1m4npZc6U9Xuz6CZxZ0GgX9
2Li2kvGgce?ths=true 
 

● Mid-Unit Essay: 
 
Option 1: Dysfunctional 
Relationships Writing Assignment 

- Text 1:  A View from the 
Bridge - Arthur Miller 

- Text 2: “Dysfunctional 
Relationships” - Randi 
Gunther P.H.D 

 
Option 2: “A View from the Bridge” 
Formative Assessment 1 

- Text 1:  A View from the 
Bridge - Arthur Miller 

 
 

Formative Assessments 
“The Lottery” Closing Thoughts Writing 

Assignment 
 

“Half Hanged Mary” Nearpod 
 

“The Crucible” Act I Review and Quiz 
 
“The Crucible” Act II Review and Quiz 
 
“The Crucible” Act III Review and Quiz 
 
“The Crucible” Act IV Review and Quiz 

 
“Trust thyself: every heart 
vibrates to that iron string.” 
(Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
from “Self-Reliance”) 
 
What does this quote really 
mean and how does it 
connect to the texts in this 
collection? Should we all 
listen to our own internal 
sense of what is right or 
wrong, or what is true or 
untrue? Look back at the 
anchor text  
“Song of Myself” and at the 
other texts in the collection. 
Then synthesize your ideas 
about the role of an 
individual in society by 
writing a personal,  
nonfiction, or fictional 
narrative. 
 

2. Debate an issue 
 
This collection focuses on 
individualism, imagination, 
society, and nature. The 
anchor text “Against 
Nature” presents a critique 
of the way many writers 
have interpreted the natural 
world, including Henry 
David Thoreau in Walden. 
Do you agree or disagree 
with Joyce Carol Oates’s  
critical assessment of 
nature writing? Synthesize 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12johhgMKUzNaOwWPb7GiWCaYN8LM0BavJ_awGwDPv24/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12johhgMKUzNaOwWPb7GiWCaYN8LM0BavJ_awGwDPv24/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12johhgMKUzNaOwWPb7GiWCaYN8LM0BavJ_awGwDPv24/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12johhgMKUzNaOwWPb7GiWCaYN8LM0BavJ_awGwDPv24/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1py9keI0CeU2Y8SqyOB5zbdPXAMPWmnIBFLwUA7iUdeA/edit#slide=id.ga3fe20cf8a_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1py9keI0CeU2Y8SqyOB5zbdPXAMPWmnIBFLwUA7iUdeA/edit#slide=id.ga3fe20cf8a_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1py9keI0CeU2Y8SqyOB5zbdPXAMPWmnIBFLwUA7iUdeA/edit#slide=id.ga3fe20cf8a_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1py9keI0CeU2Y8SqyOB5zbdPXAMPWmnIBFLwUA7iUdeA/edit#slide=id.ga3fe20cf8a_0_0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X_rqq2KdHiIRWKUCKmTHDqP8iihszfyNZSyw0iAz3qQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X_rqq2KdHiIRWKUCKmTHDqP8iihszfyNZSyw0iAz3qQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X_rqq2KdHiIRWKUCKmTHDqP8iihszfyNZSyw0iAz3qQ/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1m4npZc6U9Xuz6CZxZ0GgX92Li2kvGgce?ths=true
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1m4npZc6U9Xuz6CZxZ0GgX92Li2kvGgce?ths=true
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1m4npZc6U9Xuz6CZxZ0GgX92Li2kvGgce?ths=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kea96nS-FntVPpshsP-dXDuQaRvGxqRQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kea96nS-FntVPpshsP-dXDuQaRvGxqRQ/edit
http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUgMNhi_K7NglnICF74YZZNZZ06V06Vp/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUgMNhi_K7NglnICF74YZZNZZ06V06Vp/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wkVTpQwiD3Cwj4tYpkhY240eAkZWOll5ZIGII8A-2Z4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wkVTpQwiD3Cwj4tYpkhY240eAkZWOll5ZIGII8A-2Z4/edit
http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
http://www.phstheatre.org/docs/viewfromabridge.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PfUdezXIWlA8MmkhTJdCRq4mniYDuLjPvLH-iQdY8js/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PfUdezXIWlA8MmkhTJdCRq4mniYDuLjPvLH-iQdY8js/edit?usp=sharing
https://share.nearpod.com/e/p9dJKjYwubb
https://quizlet.com/_4i1ex?x=1jqt&i=24v3mr
https://quizlet.com/_8z71g?x=1jqt&i=24v3mr
https://quizlet.com/_40r3k?x=1jqt&i=24v3mr
https://quizlet.com/_1m9poy?x=1jqt&i=24v3mr


- Text 2: “The Theatre of 
Arthur Miller: A Man’s 
World?” - Susan Blattès 

 
● Act I Multiple Choice Exam 
● Act II Multiple Choice 

Exam 
○ Both on 

GoFormative 
(TBD) 

 

Summative Assessments: 

● Google slide show on the History 
of Brooklyn 

 

● Final Essay 

 

 

your ideas by writing a 
brief argument and then 
debating the issue with 
your classmates.  
 
 
 
Formative Assessments 
Speaking Activity: 
Response to Literature 
Whitman has been accused 
of being an  “egotist,” or 
overly focused on himself, 
by some readers of his 
poetry. Use your reading of 
the selections from “Song 
of Myself” to defend him 
by arguing against this 
charge. 
•   Prepare speaking notes 
in which you  quote 
liberally from “Song of 
Myself” in  support of your 
claim. 
•   Include opposing claims 
and counterclaims. 
•   Rehearse your speech in 
small groups.  
 
Have classmates share 
written feedback  
evaluating both speaking 
style and  
content. 
•   Present your argument to 
the class.  Remember to 
engage your audience by  
speaking clearly and using 
appropriate  eye contact 
and volume. Have class  
members evaluate the 
effectiveness of  
your argument. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ruyJHjUU00LsMaY_9cZtLinPT3mw6nvuebj15Cfn60c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ruyJHjUU00LsMaY_9cZtLinPT3mw6nvuebj15Cfn60c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ruyJHjUU00LsMaY_9cZtLinPT3mw6nvuebj15Cfn60c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TGd_19kYQzSd8xmS1jtvXTOGSQRVGH-j/edit


 
 
Speaking Activity: 
Discussion  Noda describes 
different ways in which 
society affects  
her individual identity. 
Explore this topic in a 
group discussion. 
•    Reread the essay and 
look for examples  of the 
role of community and 
society  in shaping the three 
aspects of Noda’s  
personal identity. 
•    Prepare notes on your 
reading to be  used in a 
small group discussion. 
•    Refer to your evidence 
to present your  ideas. 
Allow everyone in the 
group  to have a chance to 
participate in the  
exchange of ideas. 
•    Pose and respond to 
questions to clarify  
or challenge ideas and 
conclusions. 
 
Writing Activity: Analysis 
Emily Dickinson chose 
each word carefully. But it 
is up to  the reader to 
determine the impact of 
specific word choices on 
meaning and tone.  
Choose one of Dickinson’s 
poems and write a 
two-paragraph analysis of 
it. 
1.   In the first paragraph, 
explain, line  by line, what 
the poem means.  Include 
opposing claims and  



  

 

 

counterarguments. 
2.   In the second 
paragraph, explain how  
specific words and phrases 
helped you  determine the 
meaning and tone of  
the poem.  
 
 
Writing Activity: Analysis 
Review the Oscar Wilde 
passage that Oates quotes 
in lines 
161–176. Do you agree 
with the ideas he 
expresses? Write a brief 
analysis of the passage 
and its place in Oates’s 
argument. 
•    Identify Wilde’s central 
idea and the 
details he uses to support it. 
Decide 
whether you agree with his 
idea, 
and why. 
•    Consider how the 
passage fits into the 
structure of Oates’s 
argument. What 
central idea of hers does the 
Wilde 
passage support? 
•    Write a brief analysis 
that summarizes 
your ideas. 
 
 



  



Bilingual Progressions / Common Core Standards 

John Dewey Translated Text Folder 

 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content. 
 

Entering (Beginner) Emerging (Low Intermediate) Transitioning (High Intermediate) Expanding (Advanced) Commanding (Proficient) 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize pretaught words and phrases 
on an expository writing graphic 
organizer to identify complex ideas and 
concepts, as a text is read aloud in 
class or in partnership and/or 
teacher-led small groups in the new 
and/or the home language. 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
pretaught words and phrases on a 
matrix to connect complex ideas with 
supporting details, including evidence, 
extended definitions, concrete details 
and quotations in the new and/or the 
home language. 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
pretaught words and phrases, including 
domain-specific vocabulary and 
transitional words, and the previously 
completed graphic organizers to 
complete sentence starters that clearly 
explain complex ideas supported by 
evidence, when speaking in 
partnership and/or 
in the new and/or the home language. 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
pretaught words and phrases, including 
domain-specific vocabulary and 
transitional words, to complete cloze 
paragraphs that target an introduction, 
well constructed paragraphs and an 
appropriate concluding statement or 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize preidentified words and 
phrases on an expository writing 
graphic organizer to identify complex 
ideas and concepts, as a text is read 
aloud in class or in partnership and/or 
small groups in the new and/or the 
home language. 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
preidentified words and phrases on a 
matrix to connect complex ideas with 
supporting details, including evidence, 
extended definitions, concrete details 
and quotations in the new and/or the 
home language. 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
preidentified words and phrases, 
including domain-specific vocabulary 
and transitional words and phrases, 
and the previously completed graphic 
organizers to complete sentence 
starters that clearly explain complex 
ideas supported by evidence, when 
speaking in partnership and/or teacher 
led small groups in the new and/or the 
home language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
preidentified words and phrases, 
including domain-specific vocabulary 
and transitional words and phrases, to 
write two or more paragraphs that 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize phrases and sentences on a 
partially completed expository writing 
graphic organizer to identify complex 
ideas and concepts, as a text is read 
aloud in class or in partnership, small 
group and/or whole class settings in 
the new and, occasionally, in the home 
language. 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
phrases and sentences on a partially 
completed matrix to connect complex 
ideas with supporting details, including 
evidence, extended definitions, 
concrete details and quotations in the 
new and, occasionally, in the home 
language. 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use a 
word bank that includes domain 
specific vocabulary and transitional 
words and phrases to clearly explain 
complex ideas supported by evidence, 
when speaking in partnership, small 
group and/or whole class settings in 
the new and, occasionally, in the home 
language.  
Writing-Centered Activity: Use a 
word bank that includes domain 
specific vocabulary and transitional 
words and phrases to compose a short 
essay that targets an introduction, well 
constructed paragraphs and an 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize information on an expository 
writing graphic organizer to identify 
complex ideas and concepts, as a text 
is read aloud in class or in partnership, 
small group and/ or whole class 
settings in the new language. 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
information on a matrix, after teacher 
modeling, to connect complex ideas 
with supporting details, including 
evidence, extended definitions, 
concrete details and quotations 
in the new language. 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use a 
glossary that includes domain specific 
vocabulary and transitional words and 
phrases to clearly explain complex 
ideas supported by evidence, when 
speaking in partnership, small group 
and/or whole class setting in the new 
language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use a 
glossary that includes domain specific 
vocabulary and transitional words and 
phrases and teacher provided models 
to compose an essay that targets an 
introduction, well-constructed 
paragraphs and an appropriate 
concluding statement or section to 
convey complex ideas with precision 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize information in a note-taking 
guide, independently, to identify 
complex ideas and concepts, as a text 
is read aloud in class or in partnership, 
small group and/or whole class settings 
in the new language. 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
information in a note-taking guide, 
independently, to connect complex 
ideas with supporting details, including 
evidence, extended definitions, 
concrete details and quotations in the 
new language. 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
knowledge of the text and 
domain-specific vocabulary and 
transitional words and phrases, 
independently, to clearly explain 
complex ideas supported by evidence, 
when speaking in partnership, small 
group and/or whole class settings in 
the new language. 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
knowledge of the text and 
domain-specific vocabulary and 
transitional words and phrases, 
independently, to compose a multiple 
page essay that targets an 
introduction, well-constructed 
paragraphs and an appropriate 
concluding statement or section to 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XvjtzhP9E-UtTt11YPrwP1_jBZ0999SP?usp=sharing
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/2/


 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.9 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.4 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
 

section to convey complex ideas with 
precision and with command of textual 
and formal language in the new and/or 
the home language. 

target an introduction, well-constructed 
paragraphs and an appropriate 
concluding statement or section to 
convey complex ideas with precision 
and with command of textual and 
formal language 
in the new and/or the home language. 

appropriate concluding statement or 
section to convey complex ideas with 
precision and with command of textual 
and formal language 
in the new and, occasionally, in the 
home language. 
 

and with command of textual and 
formal language in the new language. 

convey complex ideas with precision 
and with command of textual and 
formal language in the new language. 

Entering (Beginner) Emerging (Low Intermediate) Transitioning (High Intermediate) Expanding (Advanced) Commanding (Proficient) 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize pretaught words and phrases 
on a main-idea and-support-details 
graphic organizer to identify ideas and 
details appropriate to the task, 
audience and purpose that could be 
incorporated into a writing piece, as 
text is read aloud in partnership and/or 
teacher-led small groups in the new 
and/or the home language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
pretaught words and phrases on a 
triple column graphic organizer to 
analyze how a mentor text addresses 
the task, purpose and audience in the 
new and/or the home language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
pretaught words and phrases and the 
previously completed graphic 
organizers to complete sentence 
starters that explain how the 
development, style and organization of 
ideas and details are appropriate to the 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize preidentified words and 
phrases on a main-idea 
and-support-details graphic organizer 
to identify ideas and details appropriate 
to the task, audience and purpose that 
could be incorporated into a writing 
piece, as text is read aloud in 
partnership and/or small groups in the 
new and/or the home language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
preidentified words and phrases on a 
triple column graphic organizer to 
analyze how a mentor text addresses 
the task, purpose and audience 
in the new and/or the home 
language.in the new and/or the home 
language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
preidentified words and phrases and 
the previously completed graphic 
organizers to complete sentence 
starters that explain how the 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize phrases and sentences on a 
partially completed main-idea-and 
support-details graphic organizer to 
identify ideas and details appropriate to 
the task, audience and purpose that 
could be incorporated into a writing 
piece, as text is read aloud in 
partnership, small group and/or whole 
class settings in the new and, 
occasionally, in the home language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
phrases and sentences on a partially 
completed triple column graphic 
organizer to analyze how a mentor text 
addresses the task, purpose and 
audience in the new and, occasionally, 
in the home language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use a 
word bank to explain how the 
development, style and organization of 
ideas and details are appropriate to the 
task, audience and purpose, when 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize information on a main 
idea-and-support-details graphic 
organizer to identify ideas and details 
appropriate to the task, audience and 
purpose that could be incorporated into 
a writing piece, as text is read aloud in 
partnership, small group and/or whole 
class settings in the new language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
information on a triple column graphic 
organizer, after teacher modeling, to 
analyze how a mentor text addresses 
the task, purpose and audience in the 
new language 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity:  Use the 
previously completed graphic 
organizers to explain how the 
development, style and organization of 
ideas and details are appropriate to the 
task, audience and purpose, when 
speaking in partnership, small group 
and/or whole class settings 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize information in a note-taking 
guide, independently, to identify ideas 
and details appropriate to the task, 
audience and purpose that could be 
incorporated into a writing piece, as 
text is read aloud in partnership, small 
group and/or whole class settings in 
the new language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
information in a note-taking guide, 
independently, to analyze how a 
mentor text addresses the task, 
purpose and audience  in the new 
language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
information, independently, to explain 
how the development, style and 
organization of ideas and details are 
appropriate to the task, audience and 
purpose, when speaking in partnership, 
small group and/or whole class settings 
in the new language. 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/9/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/4/


 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.1 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 

task, audience and purpose, when 
speaking in partnership and/or 
teacherled small groups in the new 
and/or the home language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
pretaught words and phrases to 
complete well-organized, clear and 
coherent cloze paragraphs that 
develop relevant ideas and details 
appropriate to the task, audience and 
purpose in the new and/or the home 
language. 
 

development, style and organization of 
ideas and details are appropriate to the 
task, audience and purpose, when 
speaking in partnership and/or small 
groups in the new and/or the home 
language.  
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
preidentified words and phrases to 
write two or more well-organized, clear 
and coherent paragraphs that develop 
relevant ideas and details appropriate 
to the task, audience and purpose in 
the new and/or the home language.in 
the new and/or the home language. 

speaking in partnership, small group 
and/or whole class settings in the new 
and, occasionally, in the home 
language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use a 
word bank and the previously 
completed graphic organizers to 
compose a well-organized, clear and 
coherent short essay that develops 
relevant ideas and details appropriate 
to the task, audience and purpose in 
the new and, occasionally, in the home 
language. 

 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
information to compose a well 
organized, clear and coherent multiple 
page essay, independently, that 
develops relevant ideas and details 
appropriate to the task, audience and 
purpose in the new language 

 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
information to compose a well 
organized, clear and coherent multiple 
page essay, independently, that 
develops relevant ideas and details 
appropriate to the task, audience and 
purpose in the new language. 

Entering (Beginner) Emerging (Low Intermediate) Transitioning (High Intermediate) Expanding (Advanced) Commanding (Proficient) 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize pretaught words and phrases 
on a double column graphic organizer 
to identify claims and counterclaims 
and supporting evidence for each, as 
text is read aloud in partnership and/or 
teacherled small groups in the new 
and/or the home language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
pretaught words and phrases on a 
matrix to show clear relationships 
among claims, counterclaims, reasons 
and evidence  in the new and/or the 
home language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
pretaught words and phrases, including 
linking words, and the previously 
completed graphic organizers to 
complete sentence starters that 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize preidentified words and 
phrases on a double column graphic 
organizer to identify claims and 
counterclaims and supporting evidence 
for each, as text is read aloud in 
partnership and/or small groups 
 in the new and/or the home language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
preidentified words and phrases on a 
matrix to show clear relationships 
among claims, counterclaims, reasons 
and evidence in the new and/or the 
home language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
preidentified words and phrases 
including linking words and phrases, 
and the previously completed graphic 
organizers to complete sentence 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize phrases and sentences on a 
partially completed double column 
graphic organizer to identify claims and 
counterclaims and supporting evidence 
for each, as text is read aloud in 
partnership, small group and/or whole 
class settings in the new and, 
occasionally, in the home language. 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
phrases and sentences on a partially 
completed matrix to show clear 
relationships among claims, 
counterclaims, reasons and evidence 
in the new and, occasionally, in the 
home language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use a 
word bank that includes linking words, 
phrases and clauses to address 
substantive claims and counterclaims, 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize information on a double 
column graphic organizer to identify 
claims and counterclaims and 
supporting evidence for each, as text is 
read aloud in partnership, small group 
and/or whole class settings in the new 
language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
information on a matrix, after teacher 
modeling, to show clear relationships 
among claims, counterclaims, reasons 
and evidence 
in the new language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use a 
glossary that includes linking words, 
phrases and clauses to address 
substantive claims and counterclaims, 
supported by evidence and reasoning, 

Listening-Centered Activity: 
Organize information, when taking 
notes independently, to identify claims 
and counterclaims and supporting 
evidence for each, as text is read aloud 
in partnership, small group and/or 
whole class settings in the new 
language. 
 
Reading-Centered Activity: Organize 
information in a note-taking guide, 
independently, to show clear 
relationships among claims, 
counterclaims, reasons and evidence 
in the new language. 
 
Speaking-Centered Activity: Use 
knowledge of the text and linking 
words, phrases and clauses, 
independently, to address substantive 
claims and counterclaims, supported 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/1/


The following are some examples in English.  
In the first three levels (entering, emerging and transitioning), students can approach these linguistic demands in the new and/or home language. • Use introductory nouns and verbs related to a topic to 
establish a beginning. • Use introductory words and phrases to state an opinion (e.g., I think ; I didn’t like ; I liked ; I believe that ; My impression is ). • Use nouns, verbs and adjectives to state claims (based on 
facts, causes or context). • Use linking words (e.g., because, so, that is why, but, however, nonetheless, yet, if) to explain claims, counterclaims and reasons. • Use transitional words (e.g., cause and effect 
words: because, so, that is why, but, however, nonetheless, yet; conditional words: if; compare and contrast words: like, unlike, differs, similarly; and chronological or time markers: at the present time, from time 
to time, sooner or later, at the same time, up to the present time, to begin with, in due time, as soon as, in the meantime, in a moment, first, second) to create cohesion. • Use concluding words and phrases 
(e.g., in summary, that is why, in essence, be that as it may, consequently, therefore, thereupon, forthwith, accordingly, henceforth, as can be seen, generally speaking, in the final analysis, all things 
considered, as shown above, in the long run, given these points, as has been noted, in a word) to complete a piece. 

 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.5 
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 
 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.9-10.6 
Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain-specific words and phrases, sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness level; demonstrate 
independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression. 
 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.1 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 
 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.5 
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence and to add interest. 

 

address substantive claims and 
counterclaims, supported by evidence 
and reasoning, when speaking in 
partnership and/or teacher-led small 
groups  in the new and/or the home 
language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
pretaught words and phrases to 
complete cloze paragraphs that use a 
formal style to introduce claims and 
counterclaims, support them with 
sound reasoning and relevant evidence 
and conclude an argument  in the new 
and/or the home language. 
 
 

starters that address substantive 
claims and counterclaims, supported 
by evidence and reasoning, when 
speaking in partnership and/or small 
groups 
 in the new and/or the home language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
preidentified words and phrases to 
write two or more paragraphs that use 
a formal style to introduce claims and 
counterclaims, support them with 
sound reasoning and relevant evidence 
and conclude an argument 
 in the new and/or the home language. 
 

supported by evidence and reasoning, 
when speaking in partnership, small 
group and/or whole class settings 
in the new and, occasionally, in the 
home language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use a 
word bank and the previously created 
graphic organizers to compose a short 
essay that uses a formal style to 
introduce claims and counterclaims, 
supports them with sound reasoning 
and relevant evidence and concludes 
an argument 
in the new and, occasionally, in the 
home language. 

when speaking in partnership, small 
group and/or whole class settings 
in the new language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use the 
previously created graphic organizers 
and teacher provided models to 
compose an essay that uses a formal 
style to introduce claims and 
counterclaims, supports them with 
sound reasoning and relevant evidence 
and concludes an argument in the new 
language. 

by evidence and reasoning, when 
speaking in partnership, small group 
and/or whole class settings in the new 
language. 
 
Writing-Centered Activity: Use 
knowledge of the text, independently, 
to compose a multiple page essay that 
uses a formal style to introduce claims 
and counterclaims, supports them with 
sound reasoning and relevant evidence 
and concludes an argument in the new 
language 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.3 

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.3.A 

Engage and orient the reader by setting out a problem, situation, or observation, establishing one or multiple point(s) of view, and introducing a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth progression of 
experiences or events. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.3.B 

Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, and multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.3.C 

Use a variety of techniques to sequence events so that they build on one another to create a coherent whole. 

 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/3/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/3/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/3/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/3/c/


 


